
   Dot Grid Notebooks

 Dot Grid Notebook: Bees
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957158
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Larvae, honeycombs, flowers, and all things bee are illustrated in black and white on this pollen yellow hardcover notebook. Fill the pages of this journal
with plans for your next honey farm, biology notes, or data from your latest experiment.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild.
Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in
blank pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and
are made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your notes will last. With 192 pages there's
plenty of space to spread out and make every page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Dot Grid Journal: Botany
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956755
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Pea pods and roses, petals and bulbs, photosynthesis and cells all illustrated elegantly in black and white on the leafy green cover of this notebook. Whether
you’re an aspiring botanist, gardener, or student, this hardcover journal is perfect for any gardens, novels, or experiments you might be planning.Designed
with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a
grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 100 gsm art-quality paper. All our notebooks are
designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your
notes will last. With 192 pages there's plenty of space to spread out and make every page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Cell Biology
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956779
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

This gorgeous emerald green Cell Biology Softcover notebook finds itself at home in the lab, or in the park - anywhere you collect your thoughts, take data,
or muse. With scientific illustrations of cells, organelles, and stages of mitosis in jade and chartreuse, you'll be inspired to look closer at your work and the
world around you. Take notes on the fundamental unit of life in this journal, keep track of your data, or gift it to your microbiology TA.Designed with full
dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid
while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are
designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.Designed with classic images
from scientific disciplines, these notebooks are built to ignite your curiosity. Be inspired to take beautiful notes, write elegant proofs, and draft ingenious
novels.
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 Dot Grid Notebook: Cellular Biology

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954355
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

This gorgeous emerald green Cell Biology Softcover notebook finds itself at home in the lab, or in the park - anywhere you collect your thoughts, take data,
or muse. With scientific illustrations of cells, organelles, and stages of mitosis in jade and chartreuse, you'll be inspired to look closer at your work and the
world around you. Take notes on the fundamental unit of life in this journal, keep track of your data, or gift it to your microbiology TA.Designed with full
dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid
while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. Made responsibly overseas using eco-
friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Cephalopods
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954188
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

The hardcover journal features sketches of various cephalopods jetting around a map of the first global marine research expedition. In calming shades of
oceanic blue, this notebook makes the perfect place to draft your novel or keep a travel journal of your epic adventures, complete with illustrations of the
strange new things you've discovered. Give one to your marine biology TA, oceanologist best friend, or intrepid sea captain uncle.Designed with full dot grid
pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while
maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. Made responsibly overseas using
eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Cephalopods
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956786
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

The hardcover journal features sketches of various cephalopods jetting around a map of the first global marine research expedition. In calming shades of
oceanic blue, this notebook makes the perfect place to draft your novel or keep a travel journal of your epic adventures, complete with illustrations of the
strange new things you've discovered. Give one to your marine biology TA, oceanologist best friend, or intrepid sea captain uncle.Designed with full dot grid
pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while
maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are
designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your
notes will last. With 192 pages there's plenty of space to spread out and make every page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.
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 Dot Grid Notebook: Electricity & Magnetism

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954430
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

We hope you’re attracted to this electricity and magnetism softcover notebook. The peacock blue background is decorated with diagrams and formulae in
lemon yellow. Designed to inspire innovation, this journal is waiting to be used for your physics lab notes, plans for your next invention, or the rules of
electrostatics. Keep your patent applications in order, track your findings, or craft your next public statement in this deep peacock blue and lemon yellow
Electricity and Magnetism notebook.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your
writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These notebooks are 7" by 9" and
feature 81 gsm paper. Made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Evolution
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957172
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Use this hardcover notebook to study for your biology exam, plan your garden, or keep track of your data. The canvas white background of the cover
features illustrations of evolved species, maps, excerpts from The Origin of Species, and more printed in green and gray. The cover also features a diagram
of the H.M.S. Beagle, which carried Charles Darwin on his voyage around the world. Take this journal with you on your next adventure, and don’t forget to
take notes!Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid
offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper.
Made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Geographic World Map
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954867
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

Your epic travels and everyday adventures will last longer if you commit them in writing with this oaktag-hued Geographic notebook. This map dates from a
time when you could do things like install your brother as the King of Holland or make off with the Parthenon Marbles from Greece and start your own
private collection. Fill this softcover journal with your geography class notes, map sketches, or wherever your thoughts take you.Designed with full dot grid
pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while
maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. Made responsibly overseas using eco-
friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.
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 Dot Grid Notebook: Geology Sedimentary

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384955789
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Stay grounded in your studies with this dusty rose hardcover notebook, designed with sedimentary rock formations, faults, crystals, and maps of the world.
Use this journal to sketch the rocks you find at the beach, take notes in your geology class, or plan your next novel. Limestone to shale, sediment to cliffs,
grocery lists to graphs - there is no limit to the uses for this notebook.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing,
planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These
dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. Made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Insects
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954973
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

This is a leafy green hardcover notebook filled with the most abundant and misunderstood animals on the planet – insects! Your entomology thesis will
flourish amidst the dot grid pages of this book, use it to keep track of your data, or plan your garden.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 100
gsm art-quality paper. Made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Insects
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956892
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

This is a leafy green hardcover notebook filled with the most abundant and misunderstood animals on the planet – insects! Your entomology thesis will
flourish amidst the dot grid pages of this book, use it to keep track of your data, or plan your garden.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 100
gsm art-quality paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy
inks and 100% recycled paper.The perfect gift for your lab partner. The perfect necessity for your work.
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 Dot Grid Notebook: Lunar Landing

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956946
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

At 220,708 miles away, the moon has had 24 human visitors, 12 moonwalkers, and is the only celestial body beyond Earth that humans have visited. The
canvas white cover of this notebook is designed with graphite-colored illustrations of star charts, orbits, lunar craters, and the Apollo 11. Fill its pages with
sketches of the moon, astronomical notes, or your dreams of becoming an astronaut.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect
for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank
pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are
made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your notes will last. With 192 pages there's
plenty of space to spread out and make every page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Marine Biology
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957196
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Perfect for long days at the shore and misty mornings out at sea tracking water clarity, this notebook makes the perfect spot to keep all your oceanography
notes or start a bullet journal. A host of ocean animals – from sharks to seahorses – wends its way around this watery blue hardcover notebook. These dot
grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 100 gsm art-quality paper. Made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Math Plate
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956489
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

The design on this blue and burnt orange notebook is inspired by the equations that have changed the world. The Pythagorean theorem, five regular solids,
Theory of Proportions, sphericity of the Earth, are just a few among many scientific and mathematical discoveries credited to the early Greek philosopher
Pythagoras. Channel his innovative spirit as you take notes in this hardcover journal from your physics class, graph your findings, or keep track of your
data.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the
structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. Made
responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.
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 Dot Grid Notebook: Math Plate 2

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956977
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

From chaos theory to the law of gravity, mathematicians use equations to explain the most profound and the most ordinary. This notebook is inspired by
those equations that have changed our world. Memorize the Second Law of Thermodynamics, study the Schrödinger equation, or get lost in the
Archimedean Spiral, all on the cover of this navy blue and burnt orange journal. Use this softcover notebook to add organization to your physics notes, graph
your findings, or gift it to your professor.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your
writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9"
and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly
soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your notes will last. With 192 pages there's plenty of space to spread out and make every page
beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Models Of The Universe
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954959
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Heliocentric. Geocentric. Sometimes you just see what you want to see.With vintage illustrations drawn in sky blue on a field of dusky blue, the Universe
Models hardcover notebook shows how much we have always wanted the universe to make sense – and the lengths to which we’ve gone to make sense of
the universe. Use it to sketch the heavens, make your best heliocentric model, or journal about the expansion of space.Designed with full dot grid pages to let
your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the
sense of freedom found in blank pages.The course might end, but your notes will last. With 192 pages there's plenty of space to spread out and make every
page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Moon
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957202
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in
blank pages. These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" with 192 pages, and feature 81 gsm paper. Made responsibly using eco-friendly soy inks and 100%
recycled paper.
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 Dot Grid Notebook: Neurons

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956953
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Here's a notebook to get your synapses firing. Take notes as efficiently as an action potential moves through a neuron in this hardcover notebook. Featuring
early illustrations of neurons in white and sand on a cool gray background, the Neurons Vintage Hardcover is sure to inspire greatness. Use it to archive your
brightest ideas, plan your masters thesis, or gift one to your psychology professor after a semester of thought-provoking lectures.Designed with full dot grid
pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while
maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are
designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your
notes will last. With 192 pages there's plenty of space to spread out and make every page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Skeleton
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957004
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: COGNI
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Show them what you’re made of with a bone-white Skeleton vintage notebook. Count the vertebrae along the spine, learn about the different sections of the
skull, or read the latin labels for bones all on the cover of this bone-white notebook. You can use this journal to structure your anatomy notes, develop your
thesis, or gift it to your TA. Keep your ideas in motion with this skeletal notebook.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for
graphing, planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank
pages.These dot grid notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are
made responsibly overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your notes will last. With 192 pages there's
plenty of space to spread out and make every page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Dot Grid Notebook: Star Chart
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954287
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

This Astronomy notebook is emblazoned with an early star chart — the “Visible Heavens.” Everywhere you look, the sky is spangled with stars, and
constellations are rampant against a deep velvety black. Use it to take notes in your astronomy class, make a list of observatories you want to visit, or gift it
to that one friend who is always asking what your rising sign is.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing,
planning, and allowing your writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These
notebooks are 7" by 9" and feature 81 gsm paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly
overseas using eco-friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.Designed with classic images from scientific disciplines, these notebooks are built to ignite
your curiosity. Be inspired to take beautiful notes, write elegant proofs, and draft ingenious novels.
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 Dot Grid Notebook: Star Chart

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956717
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Let this star chart journal help you find your way. With early scientific maps of the night sky in cream and gold on velvety black, it's sure to fuel your dreams
and guide your note taking. Use it to take notes in your astronomy class, make a list of observatories you want to visit, or gift it to that one friend who is
always asking what your rising sign is.Designed with full dot grid pages to let your thoughts run wild. Perfect for graphing, planning, and allowing your
writing to stand out, dot grid offers the structure of a grid while maintaining the sense of freedom found in blank pages.These notebooks are 7" by 9" and
feature 100 gsm art-quality paper. All Cognitive Surplus notebooks are designed in Portland, Oregon, USA, and are made responsibly overseas using eco-
friendly soy inks and 100% recycled paper.The course might end, but your notes will last. With 192 pages there's plenty of space to spread out and make
every page beautiful. Lose yourself in your work and record all your findings.

 Great Barrier Reef Notebook (A5, Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137020
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Earth Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $25.95

Dot journal. Size: A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a
green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Bear Notebook (A5, Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003136733
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $23.95

Dot journal. Size: A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a
green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Bear Pocket Notebook (Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137167
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $16.95

Pocket-sized dot journal. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is
a green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth
Collection, featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.
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 Deer Notebook (A4, Dot)

by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003136849
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $41.95

Dot journal. Size: A4. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a
green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Deer Notebook (A5, Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003136719
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $23.95

Dot journal. Size: A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a
green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Deer Pocket Notebook (Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137143
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $16.95

Pocket sized dot journal. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is
a green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth
Collection, featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Elephant Notebook (A4, Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003136856
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $41.95

Dot journal. Size: A4. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a
green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.
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 Elephant Notebook (A5, Dot)

by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003136726
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $23.95

Dot journal. Size: A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a
green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Elephant Pocket Notebook (Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137150
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $16.95

Pocket sized dot journal. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is
a green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth
Collection, featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Hippo Notebook (A5, Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137013
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $23.95

Dot journal. A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a green
company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Hippo Pocket Notebook (Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137341
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $16.95

Pocket sized dot journal. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is
a green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth
Collection, featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.
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 Kangaroo Notebook (A5, Dot)

by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003136740
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $23.95

Dot journal. A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a green
company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Serengeti Notebook (A5, Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137044
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Earth Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $25.95

Dot journal. A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a green
company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Whale Notebook (A5, Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003136702
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $23.95

Dot journal. A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a green
company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.

 Whale Pocket Notebook (Dot)
by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137136
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wildlife Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $16.95

Pocket sized dot journal. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is
a green company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth
Collection, featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.
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 Yasuni Notebook (A5, Dot)

by DINGBATS

ISBN: 5285003137037
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Earth Collection
Publisher: Dingbats
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 192
Price: $25.95

Dot journal. A5. 192 pages. Acid-free paper (fountain pen friendly). Lay-flat design with inner pocket, elastic enclosure, and pen holder.Dingbats is a green
company that uses biodegradable and recyclable materials, and is 100% vegan. This journal is part of the Wildlife Collection and the Earth Collection,
featuring covers debossed with either an image of an animal or a representation of an endangered region.
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